FINAL CONFERENCE

Department of Studies on Language and Culture
Largo Sant’Eufemia 19, Modena (Italy)

10 – 11 December 2018

The conference will be in English.
Materials in Italian will be provided.
Free Entry - Max 100 attendees

Registration form:
https://www.eventbrite.it/e/biglietti-sharmed-final-conference-52265208646

(G.A. n. 2015 - 3009 / 001 - 001, Erasmus+, KA 3 - Support for policy reform)
First session (9.00-12.40)

9:00 - 9:30 Greetings
Municipality of Modena and Local Education Authority
Sergio FERRARI (Pro-Dean, Unimore)
Lorenzo Bertucelli (Director of the Department of Studies on Language and Culture - Unimore)

Presentation of the SHARMED project
9:30 – 10:10
Claudio Baraldi and Vittorio Iervese (Unimore): The SHARMED project: objectives and activities
10:10 – 10:40
Luisa Conti and Mathilde Berhault (Univ. of Jena)
The SHARMED Archive

10:40 - 11:10 Coffee Break

11:10 – 11:40
Federico Farini and Angela Scollan (Univ. of Suffolk) The SHARMED Training and MOOC

Presentation of EU projects
11:40 – 12:00: Tales (Massimiliamo Schirinzi e Elisabetta di Giovanni - Department of Education and Psychology, Univ. of Palermo).
12:00 – 12:20: RefugeesIN (Philip Penny - Inst. Of Art, Design & Technology - Dublin.)
12:20 – 12:40: Minority Education Through Arts META (Gilda Esposito - Department of Education and Psychology, Univ. of Firenze)

12:40 – 14:00 Lunch (buffet)

Second session (14.30-18.30)

Reflections
14.00 – 14.30
Michael Wyness (University of Warwick), Facilitating children’s participation
14:30 – 15:00
Adrian Holliday (Canterbury University) Non-essentialist approaches to culture
15:00 – 15:30
Cristina Allemann-Ghionda (Univ. of Köln)
Education for Diversity

16:00 – 16:30: Coffee Break

Open discussion
16:30 – 17:30: worldcafé
17:30 – 18:30: Q/A session and Debate
Third session (9:00 – 13.00)

9:00 – 9:30
Chiara Ballestri (Unimore) Students and teachers assessing SHARMED

Roundtable: Policy making in Europe
9:30 – 10:50
Claudio Dondi (Expert in dissemination and sustainability of EU projects results – Brussels)
Jane Murray (University of Northampton)
Daniele Barca (Dirigente Istituto Comprensivo 3, Modena)

10:50 - 11:20 Coffee Break

Best Practices
11:20 – 11:40 Italy: Daniele Barca (dirigente Istituto Comprensivo 3, Modena) and Milo Adami (videomaker)
11:40 – 12:00 Germany: Cornelia Förster (Director of primary school sector, School Am Rotemberg, Erfurt)
12:00 – 12:20 UK: Lisa Mayer (Head Teacher Sunnyfields Primary School)
12:20 – 13:00 Q/A

13.00: From SHARMED to CHILD-UP (Horizon 2020) and final greeting.
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